League One.againshapesups as one of the strongest with powerhouse SAE. The ATO and DU are the top teams with Kappa Sig and Phi Nu possible dark horses. The Alpha Sig, Phi Delta, and Baker against Kappa are in the mix.

Alpha Rho—With a star tight end of Samone and January, Alpha Rho is being counted on to ride the backs of Bob Thompson '58 and Ron Rosenberg '59 to success. On the defensive end, Len Broderick '58 will be a formidable force.

League Two shapes up as one of the strongest with powerhouse SAE. The ATO and DU are the top teams with Kappa Sig and Phi Nu possible dark horses. The Alpha Sig, Phi Delta, and Baker against Kappa are in the mix.

Phi Delta Theta and ever powerful Theta Chi shape up as the probable winners in League 2 with AI Pi and Sig Ep as possible "sleepers." This weekend the Phi Dels are paired against Theta Delta Chi, Theta Chi against Phi Kappa Sigma, ATO vs. Phi Kappa Sigma, and Delta Upsilon against Beta Chi.

Phi Delta Theta—Walter Ackerman '58 and Bill Layson '56 head a star-studded Phi Delta lineup. The team is returning SAE will be a strong favorite to cop the league one title and their third straight school championship.
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